
THINGS TO PLAYTEST:
2016
- Have a new Advanced Rules section that shows a lot of the optional rules and 
setups. Want the core game to be clear and concise without "OR you can..."
- Go full Haiti theme? Get a cool 1899 or 1900s map at the front of the rules? Put 
alternate themes under Advanced Rules?
- Need smart and fun objectives to ensure the players don't just wipe out Zombies 
as they spawn
-- Instead we want the Few to be split between desperately trying to complete an 
objective and killing zombies
- Could have some kind of "competitive coop" element of tracking kills or 
something?
- Instead of XD6+Y token draws, use 1D4 (per player?) that represents the tier bag. 
So rolling a 2 means draw one from Tier 2
- Have the Many be Uncontrolled at the start (ie: basically move towards the 
nearest player) with D4 for draw
-- Then when a Few dies they respawn in place as a Tier 4 zombie. The Many are now 
Controlled. The dead Few player becomes the Many commander
--- Now they get XD6+Y points to spread among Tier bag draws, so more of a 
choice/strategy
- Instead of having turns when a player wants to Refresh their used up Character 
Dice
  the Many player gets to draw X number of tokens. The Many can activate in any 
order
  with the same guy over and over again without problem
-- Much simpler book keeping
-- Could still roll 1D6+X to see how many points you get, then you can spend those 
to draw from each "Tier" bag. So Tier 1 is 1 point per draw and has basic zombies. 
Tier 4 is top with tank guy
- Just use premade Zombie tokens (1" squares) that you can print and cut out
-- Already have stats on them
-- Could have some blank ones too (for balance and a breather like getting a cured 
city in Pandemic or 0 damage in Wings of War)
-- Have a few tough ones in there (ie: tank/smoker from L4D 2)
-- When killed put aside. When no tokens left to draw put in dead ones
--- Also adds tension as you know a tank hasn't been drawn and you're down to 4 or 
5 tokens
-- If you run out of tokens, and no dead tokens remain, just put basic zombies down
-- The idea is to avoid the tedious RP spending part and prefix allocation
-- Then just have a D6 token draws per turn, with +1D6 per extra player or 
something

2015
- The Few get exhausted as the game goes on. Lose 1 total Character Dice every 2 
turns?
-- Maybe just objective specific, like leaking poison gas or a midnight surprise 
attack
- Try Defense 3 for the Few?
- Scale Character Dice and RP based on board size?
- Limit CD expenditure to 4 at once?
- Less than 3 Zombies on the board at the start of the turn, roll 1D6 extra 
Reinforcement Points?

GENERAL TODOS:
- Add more Objectives...
- Collect gas objectives and then stand by a car and fuel it
-- Or "Use" each gas can at the car to fuel it
- Have to activate two switches at the same time on opposite sides of the board
- Potentially have to turn a large, heavy wheel that can't be done alone



- Maybe have to open a safe that needs a number combination equal to 7, then there 
are numbers 1-6 spread around the game board
-- So the Few could go for 1+6, or 3+4, or 2+5, etc. depending on how the layout 
and odds look
-- Maybe the desired number is random, and the safe needs to be visited first to 
know
- Add rules for scavenging and searching to get items
- Add a quick reference card, styled by theme, on a per-character basis
-- List weapons and effects, defense, etc.
-- Also have generic cards that explain the rules of Character Dice? Integrate with 
reference sheet?
- Status cards like Pinned, Chilled, etc. that can be given to players
-- All cards would expire at the end (or start?) of the turn
- Option of classes for Few (each has a special ability)
- Windows and Fence, both can be shot through, can be attacked by Many if both 
adjacent
- Add some environmental options, like a sliding chute that can be hit to slide an 
objective over
- Note in Move for the Few that Movement can be vertical without penalty (or maybe 
is treated as Difficult Ground?)
- Codify all actions instead of a generic "Action"
-- So Open Door, Barricade Door, etc. (except fill out the "etc.")
- Add an example playthrough to teach the game
- Rename "Primary Goal" at the start to "Introduction"
- Consider trimming out the other game modes and just focusing on Coop
- Mention "asymmetrical" to describe Few vs Many
- Specify difficulty levels based on the distribution of Many RP tokens in the bag
- Add a scoring system? Easier to switch sides and compete that way
-- Maybe track kill tokens as a "kill speed race" mode between players?

ACTIVATION IDEAS:
- Potentially activate XD6 Many per turn, instead of all of them? Faster to do, 
gives more choice to Many, harder to make scripted AI for
-- Need to activate only some to break up the horde, so it's not just an unbroken 
mob chasing the player
--- Multiple players would probably help fix this
-- Could always have Few "bid" the Character Dice they want, and Many get matching 
activations
--- Such as "I want 6 Character Dice, so Many get 6 activations"
---- Harder to track damage, since you have a moving total CD, also harder to track 
when death happens
--- Could always have a base of 8, which work like now, but could get extra CD 
instead and give Many more activations?
-- Instead could do an alternate turn structure for Many
--- Activate one by one, rolling D6 each time, on a roll of 1 stop activating and 
turn ends?
-- Or turn is over when all CD are spent
--- Few could use CD quickly to end Many turn early?
--- Would get new Reinforcement Points after CD are used since a new turn would 
start

ADVANCED RULES:
- Add simple vehicles (bonus Character Dice?)
-- Vehicle could have a basic Move stat
-- Spend CD to drive it, so basically cheaper way to get reliable movement
--- Could just be flat cost of 1, or unique to vehicle
-- Could also have a gun that you can spend CD to use, but has unique effects
-- Think about damaging the vehicle as well



THEME BRAINSTORM:
- Define how to wrap the Few vs Many in a new Theme ("genre")
- Make the basic rules generic and not Zombie specific?
- Have a chunk of background first
- Can rename Reinforcement Points (ie: Voodoo Points in Haitian)
- Can rename starting weapons
- Can rename items
- Define basic statline for Many, including Reinforcement Point cost


